The entity is wearing no clothes.
We accomplished all regional requirements for an official status burn such as:
 Regional representative Jen Polyzotis was present and involved.
 the event was Radically Inclusive. There was no ban list. We advertised openly on our
webpage, in JRS, through the regionals contact, and through related local groups.
 I was Gifted a sweet potato button.
 there was no Commodification of goods or services during the event.
 everyone was Radically Self Reliant for their basic needs.
 everyone was Radically Self Expressive in their artistic statements.
 Communal Effort was evident in our record number of theme camps.
 we were Civically Responsible by ensuring that no permits were required and no bylaws were
broken as confirmed by Minden Hills CMO Nancy WrightLaking (7052861260 ext 217),
Municipal Law Enforcement Officer Colin McKnight (7052861260 ext 210), and Fire Chief
Doug Schell (7052861202.) We did receive a single noise complaint on the last night, but the
attending officers agreed that our sound level was reasonable and we immediately turned our
sound permanently down anyway for the benefit of the neighbours.
 Leave No Trace remains a challenge for the common areas. The total of all theme camp moop
was a single staple and a red sequin because of the focussed clean up efforts there. We need
to remind all that moop must not touch the ground anywhere.
 we had a record number of varied installations for the group to pARTicipate with and we clearly
did
 we had real time accounting of the proceeds.
 the event had a net loss of $12. We had anticipate a profit but suffered cost over runs primarily
induced by the tow and repair costs of a skid loader plow.
 Burning Man Staff hosting and BRAF donations were not afforded because of the net loss.
The event generally did well with many comments of it being the best to date. There is always
room for improvement. Here are some suggested topics:
 HEALTH SAFETY/MEDICAL We had no serious incidents. There were many hornet stings
and a few scrapes from falls. There was constant supervision by at least 2 pARTicipants at all
times. We had a long list of pARTicipants with current first aid training certification available if
not engaged. There was a hospital and ambulance service with in 10 minutes away. We were
very actively trying, unsuccessfully, to obtain the paid services of an onsite doctor or paramedic.
It is vital in the future to have an agreed plan of operation in advance, and to maintain that
agreement.
 SECURITY There were no major security issues this year despite not hiring a professional.
We had only one intoxicated neighbour trespassing but he did not cause a problem and our main
concern was keeping him safe. Several other locals were accused of trespassing but they in
fact had Neighbour Tickets. Accusations of harassment turned out to be pARTicipants tripping
in the dark. One Wasscally Wabbit was temporarily detained and issued a BR Animal Control

License tag.
 FIRE SAFETY A fire extinguisher was accidently set off, but there were no issues with
performers.
 EVENT LOCATION The current location is near it’s 300 person capacity cap. I highly
recommend a new location at 607 Pinery Rd owned by Mike Penny, 705 488 2879. The new
land can hold 500. It’s flat with a mix of open fields and pine forest.
 ART GRANTS A team should be formed for each event. Better outreach is needed in other
local arts communities.
 INFRASTRUCTURE if our truck arrives on the first day of the event we do not have enough
time to set up. Common structures like the car ports have to be delivered and set up well in
advance of the event.
 CREDIT we need to find a way to rent common assets such as portopotties, trucks, and
radio’s with out incurring personal liability for pARTicpants.
 STORAGE the current land owner allowed a small cache of assets to be stored on site.
Included are 8 camp chairs, 2 plastic tables, one small rain shelter, 2 diesel tanks, 3 gas tanks, 4
tstakes, 1 shade net, 2 large tarps
 ACQUIRED ASSETS include 2 bright halogen flashlights, 1 bright halogen work light, 2
spotlights, 2 diesel tanks, a gas siphon pump, 2 plastic bins for the carports, 10 breathalyzers (2
used), 2 sleeping bags, 1 dry erase board, 50 ft rope, 1 vise grip
GOOGLE DRIVE did not work well for us. We had a lot of difficulty with various Leads not being
able to access their drive sheets. A better system is needed for all Leads to state, develop, and
communicate their plans. Email and Facebook are not useful for organizing information.
TICKETING improvemtns were made but some problems resulted. EventBrite tickets did not
have sequential numbers causing a problem confirming validity, but a buyer name list was used
instead. The Neighbour Tickets improved our image in the community and reduced the incidents
of locals trespassing. The Hardship Tickets allowed many hardworking but cash poor members
to attend. The Gate Tickets did not save people form being turned away from the gate so much
as it did encourage a few members to wait to the last moment to attend. The
Gate Tickets also caused some stress for the Gate Staff.

